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Detecting the first quasars with ALMA
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Abstract. We show that ALMA is the first telescope that can probe the (dust) obscured central
region of quasars at z > 5 with a maximum resolution of ∼ 30 pc employing the 18 km baseline.
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We explore the possibility to detect the first quasars with ALMA - Schleicher, Spaans &
Klessen(2009). For this purpose, we adopt the Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 1068 as a reference system
and calculate the expected fluxes if this galaxy were placed at high redshift. This choice seems
justified due to the absence of any indication for an evolution in metallicity in high-redshift
quasars, and is conservative due to the moderate column densities in NGC 1068, leading to
correspondingly moderate fluxes.

On large scales, the dominant excitation mechamism are soft UV-photons produced by the
starburst, leading to strong emission in the [CII] 158 μm and the [OI] 63 μm line. Due to its
unprecedented angular resolution, ALMA can probe the central 200 pc of high-redshift quasars.
Calculations with the X-ray dominated region code of Meijerink & Spaans(2005) show that
strong emission in the high-J CO lines can be expected in these regions (see Fig. 1). As these
lines are redshifted into the ALMA bands, this may provide the first opportunity to detect these
lines. Flux estimates for various fine-structure lines are provided in the paper.
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Figure 1. The expected intensities in the high-J CO lines as a function of the cloud column
density in the central region of a system like NGC 1068.
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